We analyze the computational complexity of the cost-table approach to designing multiple alued logic circuits that is applicable to I L, CCD's, current-mode CMOS, and RTD's. We s 2 how that this approach is NP-complete. An efficient algorithm is shown for finding the exact I minimal realization of a given function by a given cost-table.
I. INTRODUCTION
The first demonstration that a logic synthesis problem is NP complete occurred as the result of -d two insights. To find the minimal sum-of-products expression for a logic function, one can pro uce the set S of all prime implicants and then use a minimal subset of S to cover all minterms s s of the function. The latter step is a specific case of the set covering problem. Because it i pecific case, it is possible that it is not as complex as the general set covering problem. Howp ever, Gimpel [2] showed that this is not true. He showed that any instance of the set covering roblem occurs as an instance of the sum-of-products problem. Subsequently, Karp [3] proved -p that the set covering problem is NP-complete; thus, proving that extracting a minimal sum-of roducts expression is NP-complete. While complexity questions have frequently occurred in m 1 ultiple-valued logic (e.g. [1, 7] ), there has been no classification of the synthesis of multiplevalued functions complexity classes, e.g. NP-completeness.
The need for design techniques for multiple-valued CCD circuits, [5] , inspired interest in the s cost-table approach, e.g. [1, 6, 7] . In the cost-table approach, a given function is realized by electing functions from a table and combining them. Associated with each chosen function is a s t cost, which can represent chip area, power dissipation, speed, etc. The cost of a realization i he sum of the costs of the component functions plus the cost of combining them. Usually, there -t is more than one way to realize a given function, and the goal of the design is to find a realiza ion of lowest cost. This is called the Cost-table Realization problem. The question posed and d answered in this paper is "How the does the time to solve the cost-table realization problem epend on the size of the cost-table?". We show that this problem is NP-complete.
II. BACKGROUND AND NOTATION
A function f (X ) is a mapping f : D → R , where D = {0, 1 , . . . , d −1} and n Keutzer and Richards [4] point out that there has been misunderstanding in certain papers on the complexity of the sum-of-products extraction p 1 roblem. That is, the problem of finding a sum-of-products expression with no more than some given number of terms is NP-complete if the function is expressed as a truth table, but co-NP hard if the function is expressed as a sum-of-products expression. For example, if f (X ) = <0, 1, 2, 3> and f (X ) = <3, 2, 1, 0>, the
. In our analysis, it is convenient to assume that the sum of two 
here σ is the cost of combining two cost- 
III. COMPLEXITY OF THE COST-TABLE REALIZATION PROBLEM T
The main results are presented in two theorems.
heorem 1: The Cost-table Decision problem is NP-complete.
.
Theorem 2: The Minimal Cost-table Decision problem is NP-complete
We proceed by first showing that these two problems are within NP; that is, we show in, 
with F , f , c , and P defined as follows:
The cost- 
, . . . , f , where f corresponds to u , the i th element in Q . Specifically, f (0) = s (u ),
2) Function f has the form If Φ is a transformation to CD(F , f , c , P ), we allow any specification of the cost of a e function g , such that g F. If Φ is a transformation to MCD(F , f , c , P ), we make th ∈ / ∈ / additional specification that, for g F, c(g) = ∞. In this way, F is a minimal cost-table; t i.e. no interchange of functions outside F with functions inside F that preserves the size of he cost-table yields a total cost lower than T (F ).
4) P is defined by
Consider a knapsack defined as follows. Let Q = {u , u , u }, and let s (u ) an v (u ) be specified as follows. Let S = 5 and V = 6. 
roof: The proof is divided into three parts. First, it is shown that Φ takes polynomial time. 
where V′ = v (u ). From (1), the cost of this realization is P − V′ + V . 
, Inserting the definitions of P and c (h ) into this equation yields
Rearranging, yields
We show that the term in large brackets is 0. Thus, V ≤ v (u ), and so the Knapsac ecision problem has a solution. Each of the 1 terms in f = <S , 1, 1, . . . ,1> is realized , by either a b or an f , for 1
I
Since the Knapsack Decision problem is NP-complete, Lemmas 1 and 2 prove the main result.
V. AN ALGORITHM FOR FINDING MINIMAL COST
N
In this section, we present an algorithm, MIN COST, for solving the cost -table problem ext, we analyze the time complexity of MIN COST, showing how the number of steps depends -t on K , the size of the problem. We show that for smaller cost-tables, the complexity is exponen ial, while for larger cost-tables, the complexity is polynomial in the size of the problem.
A. MIN COST
We present an algorithm, MIN COST to find the minimal cost realization of a function f h m using the cost-table technique. Specifically, MIN COST (F , f ) finds a realization of f wit inimum cost, c (f ), given any cost-table F ⊆U and any function f U . No other pub-
lished algorithm is known. It is superior to the exhaustive search algorithm used in [7] . Th lgorithm for solving CD given in Section III is the nondeterministic version of a deterministic -t algorithm that searches exhaustively over all combinations of cost-table functions for a realiza ion with a cost less than a given threshold. Searching for the least cost realization yields behavior that is identical to MIN COST.
However, it is not necessary to search over all cost-table functions. Given two functions, .
I
f and e , let e ≤ ≤ f mean that, for every assignment A of values to the variables, e (A ) ≤ f (A ) t follows that, unless e ≤ ≤ f , e will never be used in a realization of f . Let E = {e e ≤ ≤ f }.
(E , ≤ ≤) is a partially ordered set, and the elements in E can be indexed such that, for all e e E , if e ≤ ≤ e , then j ≤ k . Then, e = 0 0 (the constant 0 function) and e = f . Let equires that r ≤ s ≤ k . So c (e ) will be calculated using c (f ) and c (e ), but the cost of e will have already been updated using the functions f and e . Therefore, algorithm i − 1 } for j := 0 to E − 1 do {set the cost of a function e using F to the cost of e using F c (e ) := c (e )
then begin { update the cost of e using F if it is less than the cost of e in F } t Table V : Formal description of MIN COST, an algorithm for finding he minimal cost realization of a given function from a given cost-table.
The Time Complexity as a Function of Input Size
From the previous analysis, the time complexity of MIN COST is polynomial in E . We K now consider the relationship between E and the size of the Cost- ng various cost-tables [7] .
S V. CONCLUDING REMARK
During the past fifteen years of research on cost-tables, there has been no computationally s p tractable algorithm for finding minimal cost realizations of given functions. We show that thi roblem is NP-complete. We also show that restricting the cost-tables to be minimal (the total c cost of realizations by such cost-tables is minimal) produces no relief; the problem is still NPomplete. This result represents compelling evidence for the value of heuristic methods for V cost-tables.
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